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ABSTRACT 
OLiOLEY KNOX LIBRARY 
N"V"L PO$TGRAOUATE SCHOOl 
MONTEREY CA ~101 
The redesign, data acquisition system installation, and software development for 
the cold-flow Turbine Test Rig is reported , The turbine tested was the Space Shuttle 
Main Engine High Pressure Fuel Turbopump first stage ' Alternate Turbopump 
Development' model designed and manufactured by Pratt & Whitney. The purpose of this 
research was to establish a continuously operating, cold-tlow, turbine test facility which 
could be used for future laser-Doppler-velocimetry measurements in the tip leakage region 
of the turhine rotor blades. Also, to determine both the single and two stage turbine 
performance parameters, and to provide a test model for comparison with numerical 
simulations using a three-dimensional viscous flow code. A throttle valve was designed 
and installed at the turbine exit to control the pressure ratio in order to map the turbine 
pertbrmance. Data acquisition, reduction and display programs were developed using 
Lab VIEW Visual Instrument software in order to coHect, and process the data. The first-
stage turbine exit swirl and velocity profiles were measured using a cobra probe. Also, the 
first-stage turbine performance characteristics were determlned. Flow-field characteristics 
of the first stage turbine were predicted using a three-dimensional viscous flow code. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this research was to estahlish a continuousiy operating, cold-flow, 
Turbine Test Rig (TTR) which could be used for future laser-Doppler.velocimetry (LOY) 
measurements in the tip-leakage region of the turbine rotor blades. The TTR was 
modified in order to test the Space Shuttle Main Engine High Pressure Fuel Turbopump 
(l-IPFTP) Alternate Turbopump Development (AID) model. Previous work as reported 
by Studevan [Ref 1], incorporated the original TTR modification and installation of the 
ATD, The follow-on work reported by Rutkowski [Ref. 2], included modifications to the 
turbine bearing housing and initial shake-down tesls. Numerical modeling of the first 
stage turbine stator using a three-dimensional viscous flow code was aho reponed_ The 
purpose of this thesis was to further modify the TTlt, install the data acquisition system, 
automate the data collection and reduction process using a Personal Computer (pC)-bascd 
graphical data-acquisition software package, and map the first-stage turbine perfonnance 
Also, the flow through the first-stage turbine was simulated using a three-dimensional (3-
D) viscous flow code. The most significant modification to the turbine was the design, 
manufacture and installation ofa back-pressure throttle valve aft of the turbine. Follow-
on work would include measuring the first stage inlet velocity profile, LOY measurements 
oflhe flow field at the first stage turbine rotor immt:dialdy adjacent to the endwall in the 
tip clearance region, incorporating the second stage onto the TTR, and mapping the two-
stage turbine performance 
B. OVERVIEW 
The redesign of the TTR included cobra probe measurement access at the first-
stage inlet and ex.it planes, installation of the redesigned first- and second-stage outer 
casings, inclusion ofa LDVoptical window in the first-stage outer casing, and installation 
of a turbine-exit throttle valve in order to control the turbine pressure ratio. The TTR 
modifications also included connection of additional sensors and the complete 
commissioning of a data acquisition system These sensors included all TTR pressure 
probes, thennocouples, a magnetic speed pick-up, a dynamometer load cell and water 
flow-rate meter. Also, software was developed in order to automatically collect, store, 
and reduce turbine performance data. 
Turbine tests were conducted in order to shake down the TTR and to map the 
first-stage model. The turbine tests were conducted using two different configurations 
First, the turbine exit was exposed to atmosphere, and second, a turbine exit throttle valve 
was installed 
The cobra probe measurements with the turbine exit exposed to atmosphere and 
with the exit throttle valve installed were conducted in order to determine the rotor exit 
plane velocity profile for comparison to numerical flow solutions using a code developed 
by Roderick V. Chima. The code, Rotor Viscous Code 3-D (RVC3D) [Ref. 3], was used 
for numerical computation of the flow field through the first-stage turbine 
n. TURBINE TEST RIG 
A schematic showing a cross section of the turbine test rig is shown in Figure I 
Various sensor locations are annotated on the figure which also shows the flow direction 
of air through the turbine_ Figure 2 shows a schematic of the water dynamometer system, 
which was used to apply a load to the turbine. Also shown is the magnetic speed sensor, 
digital readout and automatic controller of the dynamometer outlet valve_ The torque 
produced by the turbine was determined using the Lebow load cell mounted on the water 
dynamometer. Dynamometer water flow measurement was obtained from the Cox flow 
meter connected to the inlet water line 
The TTR set-up reported in [Ref IJ and [Ref 2J was modified to include housing 
changes, a turbine exit throttle valve, speed control system upgrades, and additional 
turbine performance sensors 
A. TURBINE THROTILE VAl. VE AND 1ST/2ND STAGE OUTER CASIXG 
UPGRADE 
rlie firsl- and second-stage outer turbine casings were redesigned and 
manufactured in order to incorporate the following changes. The first-stage casing 
included a LOV window at the 9:00 position when viewed from the rear of the turbine, 
and an inlet probe slot at the 11:30 position_ This probe slot was needed in order to 
measure the inlet velocity profile. The second-stage casing included a probe slot at the 
1 :00 position and 4 axially-aligned static pressure ports at the 7:00 position The second-
stage probe 5101 was 
Figure 1. TTR and SSME HPFTP ATD Assembly 
Figure 2. Schematic of Automatic Turbine Speed-Control System 
used to measure the first-stage turbine exit velocity profile. Engineering drawings for al l 
the TTR modifications are shown in Appendix A. 
The TTR exit throttle valve was designed and manufactured in order to control the 
turbine pressure ratio, and to increase the upstream total pressure. This was accomplished 
by a movable plate which varied the turbine exit area, thus creating a back pressure. The 
throttle valve also turned the flow 90 degrees, a photograph of the turbine exit thrott le 
valve assembly is shown Figure 3. 
The turbine throttle valve was positioned using a linear ball-drive actuator The 
Motion Systems ball-drive actuator (Model 85151), shown in Figure 4, was connel.'ted 
between the back pressure plate and the mounting flange of the dynamometer. It had a 
stroke of six inches ...... ith a 40: I gear ratio and could supply an axial force of 500 lb~ 
Figure 3. Turbine Exit Throttle Valve Assembly 
Figure 4. MOTTON Systems Ball-Drive Actuator 
B. DYNAMOMETER AUTOI\:lATIC SPEED-CONTROL SYSTEM 
The automatic load-control system is sho\VIl in Figure 2 where the torque in (in-
Ibs) was measured using the Lebow load cell. The original dynamometer turbine load 
system set-up, as reported by Studevan [Ref. I J, was operated manually and consisted of 
an electronic controller (Fischer and Porter series 53EL4000), a water dynamometer, two 
pneumatic valve positioners, and a magnetic speed pick-up. A tachometer (AlRPAX 
TACI·lROL 3) was added to the system in order to operate the load-control system in 
automatic mode and to obtain a digital readout of the turbine rotational speed in revs/min 
(RP!vf). The tachometer providt:d an analog output that produced a linear relationship of 
output current in rnA vs. turbine RPM. This current output. 4-20 fILl\, corresponded to 0-
10000 RPM which was connected to term:nal #10 of the electronic controller and was 
used as the signal "process variable". A wiring diagram of the electronic controller is 
shov.n in Appendix B, Figure B 1. Because the analog signal from the T ACHTROL 3 was 
a current output (4-20 mA), shown in Appendix B, Figure B2, and the electronic 
controller needed a 1-5 Vdc source, a 250n resislOr was connected between terminals 10 
and I I of the electronic controller. By adjusting the thumb wheel on the rischer & Porter 
Electronic Controller, an output voltage was generated between 1-5 Vdc which was the 
controller "set point" The electronic controller drove the difference between the set 
point and process variable output to zero by positioning the outlet dynamometer water 
valve to meet the desired condition. The outlet water valve was connected to terminal #4 
of the electronic controller. Positioning the outlet water valve changed the water level in 
the dynamometer, which changed the load on the turbine causing a change ;n turb ine 
speed 
C. AIRPAX TACHTROL 3 TACHO:,\,lETER 
The turbine speed display consisted of the AJRPAX TACHTROL::; tachometer 
unit with digital readout, analog output and a magnetic speed sensor. The T ACHTROL 3 
had two channels~ A and B, where only channel A was used for turbine RPM . The 
magnetic speed sensor shown in Figures I and 2 was located over a thirty-lOothed gear 
mounted on the input dynamometer shaft. The sensor generated a repeating AC electrical 
pulse proportional to the speed of the shaft in pulses per second (Hz). This electrical 
pulse was used as input to the AIRPAX TACHTROL 3 tachometer and was connected to 
channt:! A with terminals 1,2, and 3 as shown in Appendix B, Figure B2 
D_ COBRA PROBE INSTALLATION AND POSITIONING 
Total pressure, Mach number and flow angle measurements at the turbine exit 
were incorporated into the TTR instrumentation using a 3-hole cobra probe, Cobra probe 
radial position and yaw angle movement were obtained using a LC Smith probe actuator, 
which is shown in Figure 5. The LC Smith probe actuator and the Motion Systems ball-
drive actuator were operated from the same control box, The control box was designed to 
house the L.C Smith actuator DC-to-AC power conversion and the Motion Systems 
actuator circuitry . . AJso, the radial, rotational and linear control circuits and toggle 
switches where mounted on the control hox's front panel. 

m. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
A. GE~'ERAL DESCRIPTION 
The TTR data acquisition system consiste::l of a personal computer (pC-486) and 
the Turbopropulsion Laboratory Hewlett-Packard (HP) data acquisition modules. All 
turbine sensor measurements where obtained by controlling the data acquisition system 
u:;ing the PC-486 computer via the GPIBI1EEE data bus and LabVIEW software 
programs . A schematic of the data acqulsition system control and sensor designation is 
shown in Figure 6 
The PC-486 computer, contro!led the data acquisition system via the AT-
GPIB/Th'T interface board. The instruments addressed on :he GPIB were the IlP 3495A 
Scanner, HP 3456A Digita! Voltmeter, HP 5335A Universal Counter and Scanivalve 
DigitaL Interface Unit The PC also had an internally-moumed PC-L11P-16 multifunction 
LiO AID Board which monitored the potentiometers on the L.c. Smith and ball drive 
actuator. Table Cl in Appendix C summarizes all the data acquisition equipment binary 
dip switch settings/GPm addressees 
B. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
1. PC 486 Computer 
The PC-486 computer was added to the data acquisition system in order to 
provide an increased capability in soflware availability, interactive control of measuring 
devices, real-time measurement display, and data reduction. The PC-486 
Figure 6. TrR. Data Acquisition System 
computer was incorporated into the data acquisition system via the AT -GPIBfn..'T 
Interface lIO board 
2. AT-GPIBrrNT Interface Board 
The AT-GPIBfrNT board allowed the PC-486 computer to function as a GPIB 
TalkerlListener/Controller via the GPIDIIEEE bus shown in Figure 6. The GPID board 
was set up as computer device GPlI30 using the LabVIEW GPIB icon located in the 
\Vindows\Program Manager\..\1ain\Control Panel window The default settings found in 
[Ref 4] wen: changed due to conflict with another de'vice The (;Urrent dip svritch settings 
are sho\VIl in Table C2 of Appendix C 
3. PC-DIO-24 I/O Board 
The PC-OIO-24 board was a 24-bit paraiiel, digitallJO interface for the PC All 
digitallJO was through a standard 50-pin male connector. Pin assignments are shown in 
Appendix D, Figure Dl . The DID board was purchased in order to read digital 
Scaruvalve port information directly from the encoder via the seven digital lines using the 
Scanivalve digital logic box shown in Figure 6, bypassing the HG-78K Scanivalve 
Controller. This feature was not used. The board was also used as a +5 Vdc (pin 49) 
power source to three linear potentiometers. The DIG board was set up as computer 
device # 1 using the LabVIEW WDAQ contig. The default settings found in [Ref. 5J 
were changed due to a confli(;t with another device The current settings arc shown in 
Table C3 of Appendix C 
4. PC-LPM-16l\lultifunction liD Board 
The PC-LPM-16 was a low power analog input, digital, and timing VO board for 
the Pc. The board contained a self-calibrating analog-lo-digital converter (ADC) with 
sixteen analog inputs, eight lines of digital I/O and two 16-bit counter/timer channels for 
timing 1'0. All digital UO was through a standard 50· pin male connector, Pin 
assignments are shown in Appendix 0, Figure 02. The analog board was used to 
continuously or selectively read DC voltage from three different linear potentiometers, 
two from the L.c. Smith gear for cobra probe radial and rotational position and onl:: from 
the ball-drive actuator for throttle valve position. The analog board was set up as 
computer device #2 using the LabV\.EW WDAQ config icon. The default settings found 
in [Ref 6J were used and are shown in Table C4 of Appendix C 
5. Scanivalve Digilallnterface Unit, Solenoid Cont"ol!er and Interface 
Eo> 
The required pressure measurements were obtained using the Scal'ivalve Digital 
Interrace Unit (SOIl!), Solenoid Controller (CTLR2IS2-S6), and the Interface Box to 
control the 48 port Type-J Scanivalve. A wiring diagram of the soru, CTLR2IS2-S6, 
Interface Box and pressure port designation is shown in Figure 7. A detailed wiring 
diagram of the Interface Box is shown in Appendix B as Figure B3. 
6. HP Data Acquisition Modules 
The HP data acquisition modules consisted of the HP 3495A Scanner, HP 3456A 
Digital Voltmeter (DVM), and the HP 5335A Universal Counter. 
14 
Figure 7. Scanivalve Control and Pressure Port Designation 
The HP Scanner consisted of four 20-channel duo-decade boxes (1 -4). Decade 
boxes two and four were utilized for pressure, torque, and temperature measurements as 
illustrated in Figure 6. The HP Scanner was used to connect a specific ScaMer channel to 
the HP DVM for voltage measurement The digital voltmeter was used to measure 
voltage data from the TTR transducers Signal conditioning was used to calibrate the ±25 
psi Scanivalve and the ±2.5 differential pressure transducers in inches of water and to 
calibrate and check the span of the Lebow load cell. The HP 5335A Universal Counter 
was userl to measure frequency from the magnetic speed pick-up and the Cox flow meter 
as shown in Figure 6. The magnetic speed and flow rate sensors were connected to 
channels A and B respectively, on the from panel of the counter 
IV. LabVIEW SOFTWARE PACKAGE 
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) for Windows 
was the graphical SOftViarC package used for data acquisition, interactive control and data 
display. Programming was done llsing a block diagram approach, with virtual instruments 
(VI's). A \11 consisted of a front panel and a block diagram and could include one or 
more sub-blocks_ The front panel specified the inputs, outputs, and features needed for 
interactive operation and was analogous to a physical instrument's front paneL Behind the 
front pand was the block diagram which was analogous to the circuitry of an instrument 
and was the source code olthe VI. The icon/connector was the programmatic interface of 
the VI. Each icon could be used as a lower level VI that could be called by higher level 
VI's_ Icons were wired together to indicate data flow in the block diagram_ Data could 
be passed from a sub-VI to a calling VI using the VI's icon which was located in the upper 
right hand comer of the front paneL The data were available to the icon by wiring the 
desired information on the front panel (display indicators) to the icon, as described in [Ref 
7l_ The sub-VI was ca!led by the higher-level VI by placing the suh-VI icon in the higher-
level VI's block diagram. To run a VI, all that was needed was to click on the arrow icon 
in the upper left hand comer of the front panel 
1. LilbVlEW Software Familiarization and Development 1\.lethod 
The data acquisition software for the TTR was developed by initially using 
LabVlEW to acquire the data for a turbocharger experiment de~cribed in [Ref. S] and 
[Ref 9]. The turbocharger laboratory setup provided the hardware and instrumentation 
needed 10 develop a data acquisition program The turbocharger data acquisitionfdata 
reduction LabVIEW program was similar to the HP Basic program presented in [Ref 9] 
Both programs collected the same input data and produced the same compressor and 
turbine perfonnance data. The LabVIEW Turbocharger data acquisition program output 
was validated by comparing the results obtained using the HP Basic version. Both 
programs produced the same turbine and compressor perionnance parameters_ Some of 
the programming techniques used to develop the Turbocharger program were used to 
develop the SSME HPFTP data acquisition program 
B. LabVlEW INSTRUMENT DRIVERS 
Instrument drivers, or LabVTEW VI's, were developed in order to control a 
specific programmable instrument interactively through the front panel or from a higher~ 
order VI through the instrument drivers icon 
1. HP Digital Voltmeter (DVM) and HP Scanner 
This combined instrument driver was used to connect a specific HP Scanner 
channel to the DVM and obtain a voltage measurement . The voltage information was 
obtained from instruments such as the Scanivalve pressure transducer, the differential 
pressure transducer, the Lebow load cell and six thennocoupies. input settings used to 
program the Scanner/DVM and output measurement are displayed in the icon shown in 
Figure 8. 
'" 
Scanner #2 Channel No. 
Measurement funCfion (Vdc:O) 
Range (auto:O) 
HI' DVM.VI 
Figure 8. HP _OV:Y!VT Icon 
The initializations for HP _DV:Y1.V l were channel designation, measurement 
function (Vdc:O), and range (auto:O), and the output was the voltage measurement The 
channel # designation was used to connect the sensor of interest to the OVi'A 
Measurement function was used to program the DVM to measure a specifie function 
Range was used to set the measurement seale and units. HP 3456A DVM program eodes 
from [Ref 10] available in the HP _ DV}.f.VT are shown in Table C5 of Appendix C 
The SCANNER2.VT was used a~ a subroutine in the HP _DVM \'1. Input to the 
HP Seanner was the desired channel number. A list of the sensor Scanner channel numbl:;r 
designations are presented in Table 1 and shown in Figure 6 Scanner #2 VI was 
programmed using the icon shown in Figure 9. 
Channel No ~ 
SCANl\'"ER2.VI 
Figure 9. SCA.!',l]\'ER2. V1 Icon 
Sensor Channel No. 
Scanivalve Differential Pressure Transducer All Pons 20 
2.5 sl Differential Pressure Transducer (pons 31 & 34 23 
Lebow Load Cell 33 
Reference Junction Temperature 60 
Turbine Inlet Temp 61 
Turbine Inlet Temp 62 
Turbine Outlet Temp 63 
Dynamometer Water Inlet 64 
Dynamometer Water Outlet 65 
Orifice Temperature 66 
Table 1. Sensor/Scanner Channel Designations 
2. liP 5335 Universal Counter 
This instrument driver was used to control and measure frequency displayed on the 
universal counter (HP 5335.VI) as discussed in section IILB6. Input setlir.gs used to 
program the counler and output measurement is displayed in the HP 5335A icon shown 
in Figure 10 
r~c"oo (r'~~gb i-
50ohmO 1. Mohm --------r~:,,~m 






Figure 10. HP 5335Avl Icon 
The VI initiali.lations were function (freqA:O), channel A and B coupling (Ae-
DC), channel A and B impedance (50ohm-1Mohm), channel A and B attenuation (X10-
Xl), and mean (On/Off). A list of the HP Universal Counter devi!;c commands availahle 
to the HP 5335A. VI arc shown in Table C6 of Appendix C, from [Ref II J 
3. Scanivalve Digital Interface Unit (SDIU) 
This instmment driver was used to (.:ontroi the SDru (SVCOI\'TROL. VJ) in order 
to step, or home the Sl'aruvaive, and advance to any pon . The Scanivalve port number 
was also displayed using this instrument driver The SDm icon is shown in Figure 11, 
which was used to program the instrument 
ACqUl.'.iuon Rate ~D.I.U. . caniv ve Purt No. 
Port ~ Pressure Mea~'urmcDt 
Count 
Time Delay (milliseconds) 
Figure 11. SVCONTRL. VI Icon 
The progra.'11ming features were acquisition rate, pon, CQ;]nI, time delay and the 
VI ' s output was Scanivalve Port No. and pressure r:leasu -~:n~nt ',0;:1 the intcr.ml Af0 
card (not used). A list of the SDru commands ITom [Ref. I2J available to the 
SVCONTRL. VI are listed in Table C7 of Appendix C 
C. TIR (SSME HPFTP ATD) DATA ACQIDSITION 
The SS1-1E HPFTP A TD data acquisition program was developed using the 
instrument drivers as sub-VI's and the LabVIEW sub-vTs illustrated in Figure 12 . Figure 
12 is an icon hierarchy diagram generated by LabVIEW as part oflhe SS:ME_TTRVI 
data acquisit:on program. A general description oft!te sub-VI input, OUtput and functions 
are discussed in Appendix E 
Figure 12. LabV[EW Hierarchy Diagram for the SSME_ TTR.VT Data Acquisition VI 
The SSME_TTR. VI data acquisition program (Block diagram) shown in 
Appendix F, Figure F 1 controlled the data acquisition system shown in Figure 6 and 
displayed measured and reduced turbine data on the front pane! (Figure 13). Input to the 
SSME _ TTR. VI was atmospheric pressure in inches of mercury. The SS.ME _ TTR.VI was 
separated into 13 different sections by sequence structures or frames . Frames were used 
in programming to specifY an order of execution, similar to lines of BASIC code 
Frame #0 was used to read all the required Scaruvalve pon number's, advance to a 
specified pon number, home, obtain pressure infonnation (in inches of water) and save the 
pressure information to a spreadsheet file TTRDATADAT (defaulted to appear in 
c:\labview\ttr\) for pennanent record. Frame #1 was used to acquire pressure infonnation 
(in inches of water) from the ±2.5 psi differential pressure transducer and save it to the 
Figure 13. SS~fE_ TTR. VI Front Panel 
spreadsheet file Frame #2 was used to acquire thennocoup!e temperature data from the 
reference junction connector in Scanner #2, decade box #4, and save it to the spreadsheet 
file. Frame #3 was used to measure frequency data using the "mean" function on the HP 
5335A Universal Counter, convert the infonnation to RPM and save it to the spreadsheet 
fi le. Frame #4 was used to measur~ dynamometer f:ow rate, (.:onvert the information to 
gallons/min (GPM) and save the data to the spreadsheet file. Frame #5 was used to 
measure voltage infonnation from the Lebow load cell, convert it to torque (in in-lbs), and 
save the data to the spreadsheet file. F ral11e #6 was used to measure and record (.:obra 
probe radial position, swirl angle, and TTR throttle position. Frame #7 was used to route 
the measured quantities, pressures, temperatures, RPM, GPM, and torque to the data 
reduction sub-section for perfonnance calculations. Frame #8 was used for front panel 
display of the reduced turbine perfonnance parameters. Frame #9 was used to tbnnat the 
spreadsheet file TTRDATA,DAT. Frame #10 was us~d to record all the calculated 
parameters to a spreadsheet file SSMEDATADAT for permanent record. Frame #11 was 
used to delete the temporary file JUNCKDAT The final frame, Frame #12, was used to 
clear devices 1\ and 22 (Scanner #2 and DVNf) 
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A. TURBIJ"I'"E TEST RJG MEASVREMENTS 
The original TTR configuration, without the back-pressure throttle valve, and the 
redesigned TTR configuration shown in figure I was operated to detennine the SSME 
HPFTPATDsingle-stageperfonnance characteristics. Pressure, temperature, torque, 
dynamometer water flow rate, and turbine rotational speed sensors were connected to the 
data acquisition system as shown in Figure G 
The Scanivalve (±2S psi) differential pressure transducer was connected to 
Scanner decade box #2 channel 20 via the Signal Conditioner. TTR pressure ports shown 
in Figure I were connected to the 48-port type-J Scanivalve as shown in Figure 7. Also, a 
±l.S psi differential pressure transducer was connected to decade hox #2 channel 23 via 
the signal conditioner. This differential-pressure transducer was added to the data 
acquisition system in order to measure the pressure drop across the orifice plate using the 
vena contracta taps (ports 31 and 34) 
Six thennocouple leads were connected to the Scanner dC{;ade box #4, 
channels 6 1-66, via the Thermocouple Reference Connector 03495-64115 (Option 005). 
[Ref 13] Temperature measurement was obtained using type-J (Tron-Constantan) 
thermocouples by determining the voltage drop between the thermocouple. J I, and the 
reference junctions, 12 and 13. 12 and J3 were connected to the DVM when the HP 
Scanner channels 60-66 were addressed. The reference junction temperature was known, 
therefore the temperature of interest could be determined. Figure 14 shows a simplified 
seven-channel schematic of the thermocouple setup. Using the data acquisition system 
and LabVLEW, the absolute temperatures h were determined by the fonowing procedure 
I) T~e resistance RT at the reference junction was measured to find 
the reference temperature TREf using Equation 1 from [Ref. 131 
(1) 
2) The reference temperature from Equation 1 was converted to its 
equivalent reference junction voltage VII. using Equation 2, obtained from the 5th order 
Vf/ = (5.01059£-5)T,,+8.01446£-6 (2) 
type-J thermocouple calibration curves found in the Omega Thermocouple Catalog [Ref. 
14]. Because the reference temperatures of interest was between 20-40 Deg-C, a linear 
curve fit was used for this calculation only, in order to simplity the Lab VIEW 
programming. A comparison of the 5th order and linear fit is shown in Figure 15 
3) Thermocouple voltage Vs was measured and a correction made 
using Equation 3 to find VI . Vt was converted to temperature using the 51h order curve 
fit found in [Ref. 14] fOf the type-J thermocouple given by Equation 4 
Irt-, t:,~,tc,~,ct7, ttJ~ r> , 
&') 
Figure 14. TTR Thermocouple Set-up 










Figure 15. 5th Order and Linear Curve Fits for the Type-] Thermocouple 
where 
ao = -0.048868252 
a, = 19873.14503 
a1 := - 2186 14 .5353 
oJ =11569199.78 
0 4 =-264917531. 4 
a5 = 2018441314 
The above procedure was programmed using LabVlEW to measure and calculate 
thennocouple temperatures for the turbine inlet (2), turbine outlet, dynamometer inlet 
water temperature, dynamometer outlet water temperature, and orifice stagnation 
temperature 1'1 
Torque measurements were incorporated into the experiment by calibrating the 
Lebow load cell and programming the results of torque vs. voltage llsing the LabVlEW VI 
(TORQUE VI). The Lebow load cell was connected to Scanr.er decade box: #2 channel 33 
via the Signal Cor.ditioner 
The load cell was calibrated in compressio!l usi!lg a cantilever beam bolted to the 
dynamometer and a weight pan, Weights were added to the beam up to 75 ft-lbs and the 
load cell voltage output and weight were recorded. The load cell calibration data and 
linear curve fit are shown in Figure 16 
Voltage 
Figure 16. Lebow Load Cell Calibration 
Dyr.amometer £low rate was determined by connecting the Cox £low meter to 
channel B of the HP Universal Counter front panel in order to measure the freqllency 
output The frequcncy output was converted to gallons/min (GPM) using the calibration 
data obtained from the Power Machine Co. [Ref 151 and is shown in Figurc 17 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 17. Cox Flow Meter Calibration 
The frequency signal from the magnetic speed pick-up was used as input to 
channel A of the HP Universal Countcr's front panel in ordcr to record the turbinc RPM 
using the data acquisit ion system and Lab VIEW. The frequency signal was also used as 
input to the T ACHT ROL 3 tachometer which was scaled by a factor of2 to read out in 
units of RPM. The TACHTROL:> could be progra=ed using constants to generate and 
display desired units, functions, disp ~ ay, analog output, set points and serial output. Table 
C8 of Appendix C shows the current TACHTROL 3 constant settings. The operation 
flow and programmable constants diagram for the TACHTROL 3 is shown in Appendix 
D, Figure 4B . A completc description of the TACHTROL 3 theory of operation, 
programming, and constant ' s definition can be found in the operations Illanual [Ref 16J 
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The up-st ream and down-stream vena contracta and flange tap pressures were 
connected to Scanivalve ports 31, 34 and 32, 33 respectively, (see Figure 7). The orifice 
up-stream temperature Tl was determined by connected a type-J thermocouple to the 
temperature reference cormector, channel 66 f.,hss-f1ow rate calculations were obtained 
using the procedure outlined in [Ref. 17J 
B. COBRA PROBE CALlBRATION 
Cobra probe calibration was accomplished using two different free-jet nozzles with 
exit diameters of 4.25 and 7 inches in the free-jet calibration facility as described in lRef 
18]. The probe was mounted in the L.C Smith actuator with the angle set at 90 degrees 
(probe di rectly into the flow) and then calibrated between Mach numbers fTom 0 15 to 
080. Once the probe was mounted in the L C. Smith actuator, the probe was not moved 
with respec.:t to the actuator The angle read-out was offset -90 degrees to indicate zero 
degrees of rotation with the probe direc tly into the flow. The L.C Smith actuator and 
cobra probe setup was then mounted on the TTR at the iirst-stage turbine exit plane. 
Because the LC. Smith actuator was capable of traversing 10 inches and the full down 
position did not correspond to the turbine hub position, an offset of -2.66 was used so that 
the computer read-out indicated .zero inches with the cobra probe head at the rotor hub . 
This offset for radial probe position will need to be changed when the probe is mounted to 
the first -stage stator-inlet plane 
Calibration data collection was obtained using the LabVIEW VI, 
(PROB_CAL VI) . This VI controlled the data acquisition setup shown in Figure 18 to 
Figure 18. Cobra Probe Calibration Set-up and Scanivalve Port Designation 
obtain pressure measurements and calculate the dimensionless variables p, X, and Mach 
number. A copy of the PROB_CALVI front panel is shown in Appendix f, figure F2 
Appendix G contains a description of the ca!ibration variables and the cobra probe 
calibration data and curve fit A sixth order curve was used to fit t:1e data and is shown in 
figure Gl . 
C. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The TTR was operated extensively in order to obtain repeatable turbine 
perfonnance data and to document controls such as compressor dump-valve settings, 
dynamometer water-supply pressun:, oil"mist lubrication supply pressure. speed control 
response, and dynamometer water inlet and exit valve positions. The TTR was operated 
manually from the control console as reponed by Studevan [Ref. IJ in two different 
configurations. The twO configurations were with the turbine exit exposed to atmosphere 
and with the turhine-exit throttle valve inslal!ed. Turbine speed was controlled by the 
electronic controller in both the manual and auto:nalic modes with the :nlet dynamometer 
water valve fully open. Air at 45 psi was delivered to the SS.ME HPFTPATDbytheAllis-
Chalmers compressor as repartee by Rutkowski [Ref 2 J 
1. Turbine Test Rig Operlltion 
Prior to operating the TTR., the check list outlined in Appendix H, Figure HI was 
completed. The Scanivalve pressure transducel' and the ± 2.5 psi differential pressure 
transducer were calibrated to indicate inches of water Also, the Lebow load cell's zero 
adjust and voltage span were checked . The check list was developed from operating the 
TTR ar..d documenting the control settings, turbine RPM, valve, and dump positions and 
atmospheric temperature. During each run, these settings, along with TTR pressure and 
temperature measurements, we!·e manually recorded A copy of the manual TfR data 
collection sheet is shown in Appendix H, Figure H2 
For safe operation of tile TTR, the parameters listed in Table 2 were monitored 10 
insure critical limits were not exceeded. Care was taken, at turbine speeds of 7000 RPM 
and above, that dynamometer outlet water temperature and flow rate through the Cox 
flow meter did not exceed set limits. With the inlet and outlet dynamometer vatves fully 
open, flow rate could exceed 15 GPM. Also, dynamometer-outlet water temperature 
could exceed 180 OF as the outlet water valve approached fully closed. With the speed 
controiler in automatic mode both these parameters could be exceeded. The outlet water-
valve position was monitored from the display on the Fischer and Porter electronic 
controller, and the dynamometer outlet water temperature was :llonitored from the Type-J 
thermocouple read-out shown in Figure 2. The TTR rotatior..al speed (RP1.f), water flow 
rate through the Cox flow meter, and the dynamometer torque were monitored from the 
PC-486 computer using the real-time display program TTR_TEST.VI. SS11E HPFTP 
ATD data collection was obtained at turbine speeds above 1200 RPM with dump valve 
number 2 fully closed. Dump valve number 2 needed to be closed in order to obtain 
meaningful mass-flow rate measurements 
Parameter Maximum Value 
Table 2. TTR Operating Limits 
Pressure Transducer Calibration 
The Scanivalve pressure transducer measured gage pressure and was 
calibrated in inches of water, tirst manually homing the Scanivalve to port #1 (exposed to 
atmosphere) from the SDlU front panel. The signal conditioner was manually adjusted 
until a zero readout on the DV1vI was obtained_ The Scanivalve was then stepped to port 
#2 which was connected 10 the shop air source via a pressure regulator. The pressure 
regulator was adjusted to apply ten inches of mercury (Hg) to port #2 and the signal-
conditloner span adjust was used to set 13.59E-3 volts on the D\fi\1. The ±2 .5 
differential pressure transducer was calibrated in a similar manner with five inches ofHS 
applicd to one side from a supply line on the front panel orthe HP data acquisition unit 
The other side of the transdu~er was exposed to atmosphere and the SPAN adjusted until 
6_795e-3 volts was indicated on the DVM 
Load Cell Calibration 
The Lebow load cell was calibrated as discussed earlier The signal 
conditioner was used in order to set the zero adjust and span_ The zero adjust was 
checked by unloading the dynamometer and manually connecting the signal conditioner to 
the DVM and adjusting the voltage Output to zero, The DVM should indicate 0,002 volts 
with 61.47 ft-Ibs applied to the dynamometer, which was applied to the dynamometer by 
attaching a cantilever calibration beam and hanging 14.01 lbs of weight on the end of the 
beam. A selup of the cantilever beam and weight assembly is shown in Appendix C, Table 
C9 
Automatic Speed Control 
For automatic turbine speed control, the electronic controller variables 
were set up in accordance with the operations manual [Ref \9j The current settings are 
listed in Table C I 0 of Appendix C 
For the TTR sel up with the turbine exit exposed to atmosphere, turbine 
speed was changed using the TTR and dump valves with the electronic controller in the 
manual mode and the outlet dynamometer water-valve set to 60%. At the desired turbine 
spced the electronic controller was then placed inlo automatic mode once Ihe set point had 
been correctly adjusted, The outlet dynamometer water valve indicator was then 
monitored to insure the valve was not moving to the fully open or closed position Also, 
dynamometer outlet water temperature and water flow rate were monitored to ensure they 
did not exceed there respective limits 
With the turbine-exilthrottle valve installed, the automatic speed-control 
system was operated as discussed above, With the turbine operating al the desired set-
point, the throttle valve was moved inward in steps of approximately 0,30 inches. The 
throttle valve was not closed any funher once the dynamometer outlet water valve opened 
to appro:emately 20%. In order to continue obtaining turbine data on the same conStam 
spcl:d line, the compressor dump valve (#1) was d osed unti l ,he dynamometer outlet 
water valve indicated approximately 80% closed. The throttle valve was then closed in 
steps to a minimum openir.g of 0.5 inches .. An additional limiting factor for throttle valve 
position was the turbine aft-bearing temperature The all-bearing temperature increased 
as the throttle valve was traversed inward 
2. SSME HPFTPATDRenl-TimeDataDisplay 
The real-time data display, LaoVIEW VI (TTR_TEST.VI) was used to display 
dynamometer water flow rate, dynamometer torgue, ar.d turbine RPM. These parameters 
were selected in order to determine the operating conditions for the TTR prior 10 the data 
collection, and to monitor critical limiting values as outlined in Table 2. The dynamometl:r 
water flow rate was a good indicator in detecting supply-water pressure fluctuations 
caused by relief valve discharge, and to set supply-water prcssure to maimain a constant 
level in the TTR cell storage tank 
TTR_TEST'vI was operated during run-up operations and prior to each data 
collection run. The real-time display was used to show the run-up characteristics and to 
determine that the turbine was operating at a constarlt speed. TTR_TEST.VI, was 
executed by clicking the OniOff switch to the On position, then clicking on the arrow icon 
in the upper left-hand corner of the from panel. The program was tcrminated by clicking 
the OniOffswitch to the Off position ar.d waiting for the program to stop running, which 
took approx. 5-8 sec. No other programs could be activated before TTR_TEST.Vl was 
terminated. A copy of the real-time displays front panel and block diagram is shown in 
Appendix F, Figure F3 
3. SSME HPFTP ATD Performance Data Collection 
Turbine performance parameters were obtained by operating the TTR at different 
speeds using the TTR control panel dump valves, the Fischer and Porter electronic speed 
controller, the turbine exit throttle valve, and then executing LabVIEW VI's 
(TTR_TEST.VI, SS!'v1E_TTRVI, ACTUATORVT, ~TI VEL]RFLV1) 
With the turbine operating at a constant speed, the cobra probe was moved to 
midspan and nulled in yaw. The SS11E HPFTP AID performance parameters were 
calculated and stored in a spreadsheet file by the data acquisition VI (SSME_TTRVI) 
discussed in section rve. Parameters calculated were; turbine total -to-total pressure 
ratio (p21P1), turbine efficiency (7],) using Equation 5 from [Ref. 20], mass-flow rate 
using the vena contracta and tlange taps as reported by Vavra [Ref. ! 7], and horsepower 
(HP) using three different methods. Also, the referred quantities of pressure ratio, 
temperature ratio, HP, and RPM were calculated and stored. Appendix I outlines the 
equations used in SS.ME_TTR.VT. The two spreadsheet files TTRDAT A.DAT and 
SS11EDAT ADAT were copied to two separate Excel work sheets for data validation and 
plotting. The two Excel work sheets are shown in Appendix J 
For TTR data collection with lhe turbine-exit throttle valve instal!ed the throttle 
valve's position was determined by measuring the voltage output of the ball-drive 
actuator 's internal linear potentiometer using the dala acquisition system. The 
potentiometer was powered from the hlack wire by a +5 Vdc source via the PC -010-24 
lIO board pin # 49. The potentiometer ground (red wire) was connected to the ground 
source from the PC-LPM-16 multifunction lIO board pin #50, The potentiometer output 
voltage was determined from the white wire which was connected to pin # 18 (channel 
15) on the PC-LPM-16 VO board. The potent:o:neter's voltage output was converted to 
actuator posit:on (in inches) by Equation 5 The offset of 0.92 was used to indicate zero 
inches with the throttle valve fully closed 
Position =: (~) x Volts +- Offset (5) 
The throttle valve was operated using the control box shown in Figure 19 and the 
position readout was displayed on the PC-'186 computer using the LabVIEW \1l 
(ACTUATOR.\1l). Due to the bali-drive actuator mounting points, al1d its maximum 
traverse capability of six inches, contact between the throttle-valve back plate and the 
front bearing thennocouple could occur. Also, with the throttle valve blIy closed, the 
a<.;tuator was capable ofar. additional 0,92 inches of travel, which could cause damage to 
theTTR 
For safety, four lights on the ACTuATOR.\1l front panel were used so that TTR 
damage did not occur. Two lights (waming and stop) were used for the forward stop and 
twO lights tbr the aft Stop, The forward warning light iliuminaled orange when the 
throttle valve was O. I inches from the fully closed position. The fon .. :ard stop light 
illuminated red when the thrott le was filily closed, The aft warr:ing light illuminated 
orange when the throttle was opened to 2.3 inches and the stop light illuminated red at 2.5 
inches. A copy of the ACTUATOR. VI front panel and block diagram are shown in 
Appendix F, Figure F4 
4. Outlet Velocity Profile Data Collection 
The velocity profile at the first-stage turbine outlet was obtained using the 
calibrated cobra probe and the LabV!EW VI, CVEL]RFL. VI). The total pressure port PI 
was connected to the Scanivalve port #6 and the left differential pressure port P23 was 
connected to the Scanivalve port #7. First the cobra probe was positioned radially at the 
desired blade height . The probe was then nulled in yaw using the ±l 0 psi Statham, SCO 
277-10 differential pressure transducer. VEL]RFL.VI was executed to obtain pressure 
information at the turbine exit, cobra probe port (P 1) and (P23). The quantit ies 13, 
dimensionless velocity X, and Mach number (M) were then calculated. The procedure 
was repeated for additional radial positions. Both cobra probe radial position and angle 
were determined using the 1.c. Smith probe actuator from the two linear potentiometers 
The two potentiometers were powered by a +5 Vdc source from the PC -DIO-24110 
board pin # 49. The potentiometer was connected to the ground source from the PC-
LPM-16 110 board pin #50. The radial and angle position potentiometers output voltage 
were measured by connecting them to pins 14 and 16 (channels # 13 and # 14) on the PC-
LPM-16 110 board, respectively (see Figure 19). The potentiometers' voltage outputS 
were converted to radial position (in inches) and swirl angle (in degrees) by Equations 6 
and 7 respectively: 
Radial = ~ Volts -'- Offset (6) 
( 180\ An:;:le ;.; -S)xVolts-90 (7) 
A copy of the VEL_PRFL.Vr front panel and block diagTam is shown in Appendix F, 
Figuref5 
Cobra probe traverse and rotation were performed using the control box shown in 
Figure 19 and position readout was displayed on the PC-486 computer using (he 
LabVIEW VI (ACTIJATORVI) For safety, the cobra pro:'e was in the full up position 
(0.955 inches) for turbine speed changes above 5000 RPM Also, the cobra probe was 
not lowered closer than 0.1 inch from the hub . Because probe and hub contact could 
occur, two lights on the ACTUATOR.Vl front panel were used as safety indicators. The 
first light was a warning which was activated when the probe was 0.2 inches from tht: hub 
and the second light was a stop light which was activateo at a probe height of 0.1 inch 
from the hub (see Appendix: F, Figurc F4) 
Figure 19. Control and Read Out for the Bali-Drive and L.C, Smith Probe Actuators 
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data collected using the LabVTEW vr (SS\1E_TIR. VJ) was transferred to an 
Excel work sheet for data reduction and display. The values calculated were also used to 
validate the SSME_TTR.Vl's data reduction output The Excel work sheet 
(SS;rvrETTR.XLS) shown in Appendix J, Figure JI was used 10 plot Figures 20-24 . 
Figures 20-24 were generated by operating the T1R without the exit-plane thrott le valve 
These turbine perfommnce runs were similar in setup to the runs reported by Rutkowski 
IRef 2]. The plot of referred RP1-f vs. turbine thermai efficiency, shown in Figure 20, 
reveals a similar trend as reported by Rutkowski. However, the TTR was also operated 
with the speed control system in automatic mode in order to obtain constant speed lines 
These constant-speed lines are shown at referred speed:; of 5600, 5880, 6490, 7200, and 
7550. Turbine thermal efficiency vs. total-to-total pressure ratio was plotted for those 
constant referred-speed lines, and are shown in Figure 21 . The plot in Figure 21 shows 
that the turbine total- to-total pressure ratio (P..,,) did not change very much with change in 
thermal efficiency. The power produced by the turbine was calculated using three 
different methods. The fi rst method (HP #1) detemlined power using the thennodynamic 
measured quantities of the turbine inlet and outlet stagnation temperatures, and mass4flow 
rate. The second method (HP #2) determined power using thc dynamometer mechanical 
measured quantities of the water temperature increase across the dynamometer and water 
flow rate. The third method (HP #3) dctermined power using the turbine mechanical 
measured quantities ofrotationaJ spced in RPM and torque. The three determinations 
Figure 20. Efficiency vs. Referred RPM 
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Figure 21. Efficiency vs. Total-to-Total Pressure Ratio 
Figure 22. Referred Horsepower vs_ Referred RPM 
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Figure 23. Referred Mass-flow vs. Total-ta-Total Pressure Ratio 
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Figure 24. Mass-flow Rate vs. RPM 
of turbine referred HP vs. referred RPM are shown in Figure 22. The two mechanical 
ctlieiencies HI' #2 and HP #3 show good agreement throughout the RPr.l range 
However, the thermodynamic horsepower does not agree with the other two methods but 
does show the same increasing behavior with increasing RPM. The difference between the 
thermodynamic method and the two mechanical method~ may be attributed to the mass-
flow calculation. The plot of referred mass fJow vs. total-to-total pressure ratio for the 
vena contracta and flange taps is shown in Figure 23. The mass-flow rate caiculated using 
the flange laps showed a wide scatter and was consistently lower than the mass-i1ow rate 
calculated using the vena-contracta taps. The vena-contracta taps ~howed much less 
scatter then the flange taps. Both mass-flow characteristics showed a con~tant relation 
with pressure ratio above I . I . This characteristic can be confJ~ed with that of a choked-
flow turbine at constant RPM This is not the ca~e due to the fact that the data shown in 
Figure 23 were obtained at speeds between 3000 and 9700 RPM. Therefore, the plot of 
mass-flow rate (lbs/sec) vs. turbine speed (RPM) is shown in Figure 24. The two mass-
flow rate calculations showed increasing behavior with increasing turbine speed 
However, the flange taps showed more scatter and consistently lower values than the 
vena-contracta taps. The scatter at turbine speeds of 6000 to 8500 RPM was much larger 
than de~ired. .AJI turbine perfonnance characteristics requiring mass-flow rate were 
calculated using the vena-contracta taps 
The data in Figures 25, 26, and 27 were produced over two days of testing with 
the turbine ex-it throttle valve i:lstalled on the TfR The fi,S'Ures where plotted using the 
SSl\-1E ~ TIR. VI reduced data and the Excel work ~hee: SSiVlE _TTR.XLS, shown in 


















Figure 26. Referred Mass-flow Rate vs. Total-la-Tota! Pressure Ratio 
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Figure 27. Referred Horsepower YS Referred RPM 
Appendix 1, Figure 12 . Figure 25 shows the turbine isentropic efficiency ('17,) vs. total-
total pressure ratio (P,.,) . The 4900 RPM constant speed line showed no change in P"" 
with increase '17, . The two constant speed lines at 5850 and 6850 referred RPM showed a 
kink in the data and the constant speed lines at 7280 and 7650 showed an increase in P"" 
with increased "1" The tllrbine characteristics shown ir; Figure 25 exhibited unchoked 
flow beha\oior as illustrated in Figure 28 from [Ref. 21). Figure 26 is a plot of referred 
mass-flow rate vs. P",t The constant speed line at 4900 referred RPM was repeatable and 
showed no change in P", with increase in referred mass-flow rate. The constant speed line 
at 5850 referred RPM showed a slight increase in Prat as referred !low rate increased 
The data at 6850 referred RPM and above were not repeatable and showed no useful 
pattern, due to mass-flow rate measurel!le:n errors. Figure 27 shows referred H? using 
the three different methods vs. refer-ed RPM, The HP calculations using the three 
diffe rent methods showed good agreement at speeds below 5000 RPM. At speeds above 
5000 RPM, the twO mechanical HP calculations Hl' #2 and HP #3 showed good 
agreement up to 7250 RPM , The thermodynamic HP calculat ion, HP # I, did not show 
good agreement .... >jth the two mechanical HP caJcular:ons. This could be attributed to the 
larger error in mass-flow calculations and the dynamometer outlet valve response due to 
the automatic speed control commands at the higher turbine speeds 
The diagram shown in Figure 29 is a dynamometer power absorption curve dravm 
on a log-log scale [from Ref. 22) with SS!vlE HPFTPATDHPvs. speed data imposed for 
comparison. The horsepower capacity of the dynamometer is limited by its ability to 
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Figure 29. Dynamometer Power Absorption Curve 
accept and discharge cooling water. The maximum power absorption curve depended on 
rotor size and rotor-stator configuration, From Figure 29, the SS11E HPFTPATD 
operating range was not inside the dynamometer envelope. This sinlation was the main 
reason why the SSlvlE HPFTPATDfirststagecouldno\bemappedinthechoked-flow 
perronnance area 
The first-stage turbine-exit velocity profile with respect to the absolute frame was 
measured using the cobra probe setup discussed in section V.B. The absolute velocity 
vector is shown as V2 in Figure 30 (from Ref 23 1. The velocity profile surveys, shown in 
Figures 3 1 and 32, were obtained by operating the TTR at referred speeds of 7250 and 
7500 RPM in both the manual and automatic load-control modes. The data were obtained 
during approximately 12 hours of run time over the course of five days to ensure 
repeatability. Data obtained from the VEL]RFLV1 were transferred to an Excel work 
sheet, VEL_PRFLXLS, shown in Appendix J, Figure n, for plotting. The turbine ex.it 
swirl angle distribution, shown in Figure 31 , shows two interesting characteristics. First, 
an increase in flow angle started at 0.25 inches from the hub up to a peak at 0.40 inches 
and then decreased up to 0.60 inches, which my be attributed to se<.:ondary flow behavior. 
Second, an increase in flow angle started at 0,60 inches from the hub up 10 0.70 and 0,80 
and then decreased up to the blade tip. The swirl angle data with the throttle valve 
installed were repeatable, The large increase in swirl angle near 70 and 80% span may be 
attributed to a tip-leakage trailing vortex, (The running tip gap was 0,020 inches). The 




Absolute and Relative V . e!OClty Vectors [from Ref. 23J 
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.Figure 3L Radial Position vs. S"Wirl Angle 
58 
decrease at the mean line. Also, the data points near the tip gap show a large variation, 
which would indicate unsteady-flow characteristics. The Mach number with the throttle 
valve installed showed a constant value of 0.42 up to a blade height of 0_73 inches 
39 
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Figure 32. Radial Position vs. Mach Number 
VO, NUMERICAL SIMULA nON 
A. INTRODUCnON 
The purpose of the computational flui d dynamics (cru) simulation wa~ to 
generate a model of the SS11E HPFTP AID fir~t ~tage. This consisted of generating a 
grid, using the stator and rotor geometry obtained from NASA Lewis Research Center in 
(z, theta, r) coordinates with a program called Turbomachinery C-Grid (TCGlUD) [Ref 
24]. Once these grids were generated they were used as input to another program, Rotor 
Viscou~ Code 3-D (RYC3D), [Ref. 3], to simulate the flow through the first stage turbine 
The solution was displayed using PLOTJO [Ref. 25J. Also, pxy.fshown in Appendix K, 
Figure KI was used to display the pressure distribution along the upper and lower surface 
of the turbine blade, and residual history 
B. TURBINE FIRST STAGE GRID GENERATION 
The hot-flow turbine geometry data for the first -stage turbine were received from 
NASA Lewis Research Center. Because the TTR was a cold-flow facility, a 99% 
thermal-shrink factor was applied to all radial and chord-wise dimensions. The thickness 
dimensions (theta direction) were not converted . The FORTRAN program used to 
accomplish this was obtained from Rutkowski [Ref. 2 J, which was modilied to account fOf 
5 radial blade surfaces and is presented in Appendix K, Pigufl;.': K2 
Grid files were PLOT3D-compatible and were used as input to the flow solver 
(RVC3D) and for flow visualization once an acceptable solution was obtained. TCGRID 
generated grids by reading in a set of name lists and the scaled-blade geometry. The 
namelists used to generate the first-stage stator and rotor grids are listed in Appendix L, 
Figures L 1 and L2. The stator grid used by Rutkowski was modified by placing the exit 
plane at the 1.6 inch location (43% chord behind the trailing edge), which corresponds to 
the inlet rotor plane location. Al so, in order to compare measured cobra probe swirl angle 
and Mach number data to the CFD solution, the rotor grid exit plane was placed at 0.25 
inches behind the trailing edge (24% chord behind the trai ling edge). This required a rotor 
grid size of 180::-:25::-:45, which was an increase from the stator grid size as reported by 
Rutkowski [Ref. 21- The 3-D sta!or and 2-D stp-tor hub grids are shown in Figures 33 and 
34 The 3-D rotor and 2-D rotor hub grids are shown in Figures 35 and 36 
C. FLOW SOLUTION 
Once the grid was developed, it was used with the flow solver R VC3D to 
simulate the flow through the first-stage rotor. RVC3D is a computer code for analysis of 
fully three-dimensional viscous flows in turbomachinery including rotation effects. The 
code solves the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations with an explicit finite difference 
technique. The equations are formulated in a Cartesian coordinate system with rotation 
about the x-axis. These equations are mapped to a general body-fitted coordinate system 
shown in Figure 37. Streamwise viscous terms are neglected using the thin-layer 
assumption, but all cross-channel viscous terms are retained. Turbulence is modeled using 
a three-dimensional Baldwin-Lowmax model The equations are discretized using 
second-order finite-differences and solved using a multistage Runge-Kutta scheme 
Mathematical formulat ion ofRVC3D is described in [Ref 26]. The inputs to RVC3D are 
Figure 33. 3-D First Stage Stator Grid 
63 
Figure 34. 2-D First Stator Hub Grid 
Figure 35. 3-D FirSl Slage ROlor Grid 
Figure 36. 2-D First Stage Rotor Hub Grid 
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Figure 37. General Fitted Body System 
strictly nondimensional, with the exception of ]engths which remain in the same units as 
the grid. All quantities are nondimensionalized Dy an arbitral)' reference stagnation state 
defined by total density Po and total sonic vc\ocity co· A reference viscosity J.Jo is defined 
by the stagnation temperature 4, . FORTRAN files used and generated by RVC3D are as 
follows: fort.! - grid input file generated by TCGRlD; forr.2 - input restart file; fort.3 -
output solution file, and fOrlA - input inlet flow profile 
RVC3D was executed on the Cray Y -l\1J' EL-98 supercomputer using the namelist 
input files rvc3d.in for both the stator and rotor. The stator and rotor input files are 
shown in Appendix L, Figure L3 . The stator and rotor solutions shown in Figures 38 and 
39 and 41 and 42 were run out to 1000 iterations. The residual history for the stator and 
rotor are shown in Figures 40 and 43, respectively 
Figure 38. Stator Exit Plane Mach Number Contours 

Figure 39. Stator Exit Plane Stagnation Pressure Contours 
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Figure 43. Rotor Residual HistOlY 

vm CONCLUSIONS AND ru:COMMENDA nONS 
A. EXP ERIMENT AND TIR 
The redesign of the TTR was compieted and the rig was successfully operated 
The redesign included the addition of the turbine-exit throttle valve, first - and second-
stage outer casings, and eobra probe mounting brackets_ An LDV optical window was 
made available through the first-stage outer housing and was located over the blade tips of 
the first-stage turbine rotor. Also, an acces~ hole for a combination probe was attached to 
the second-stage outer housing fo r pressure and temperature measurements downstream 
of the first-stage turbine rotor exit 
Extensive performance measurements were made with and without the turbine 
throttk valve. However the dynamometer was not operating within its perionnance 
envelope. Consideration should be given to incorporat:ng another dynamometer in order 
to improve the SSlvtE HPFTP ATD operating range. For more accurate total-to-total 
pressure ratio and efficiency results. total pressure should oe mass averaged from cobn! 
probe radial surveys, at the first stage stator inlet and the at the rotor exit i\fass-flow 
measurements need to be more accurate in order to correctly calculate the thermodynamic 
power. An air-flow meter located at the turbine inlet should be considered 
The dynamometer water supply system as reported in [Ref. 2J, should be 
redesigned as a closed-loop ~ystcm in order to d iminate the supply pressure fluctuations at 
the higher turbine speeds. The dynamometer inlet water supply should controlled by a 
reguiator in order to maintain constant inlet pres~ure, The existing water tank scavenge 
pump should be replaced with a variable speed pump . The water tank's level should be 
monitored using an electronic controller linked to the variable speed pump 
To improve the turbine speed-control response, the electronic control system 
should be operated as a Cascade Control described in [Ref 19J . A cascade control system 
is one in which the output ofa primary control!er is used as a set point input to a 
secondary controller. The final control element is operated by the secondary controller 
output. In the cascade control setup, the PCA86 computer would be used as the primary 
controller and Ihe Fischer & Porter electronic comrol!er would be used as the secondary 
comroUer 
In order to traverse the turbine-exit throttle valve more smoothly, a dual actuator 
system should be incorporated and all guide rods installed 
The turbine-exit velocity profile was measured and successfully repeated over the 
course of five days of data collection. However, the large increase in swirl angle near the 
tip should be further investigated . Other velocity profiles should be measured at different 
circumferential positions in order to check for circumferential uniformity and/or flow 
periodicity. This may be accomplished by rotating the second-stage outer housing and 
cobra probe selup. The inlet velocity profile needs to be measured so that it my be used as 
input for flow simulation through the first-stage stator. Also, in order to obtain the 
required data for numerical flow simulation, the static pressure at the hub between the 
first-stage stator and rotor must be determined, The hub location is such that it is difficult 
to drill static pressure ports due the close proximity of the rotor and the stator. An 
alternate position may be through the fi rst-stage outer housing at the stator exit plane 
B. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
The TTR sensors and measurement instrumentation have been interfaced to a 
personal computer lor data acquisition. Also, software has been developed, using 
LabVIEW for Windows, in order to control the data acquisition system to collect TTR 
data via the various sensors, automatically display critical operating parameters and 
reduce the data for turbine performar.ce plots 
The real-t ime display software should be modified to allow the data to be available 
to a plotter for real·time printout . Currently the program generates the real- time display 
on the TTR_TESTVI's front panel only. Also, the latest version of Lab VIEW for 
Windows and the LabVlEW PID Control Toolkit should be purchased and installed on the 
PC-486 computer. The updated version of Lab VIEW for Windows includes addit ional 
programming icons and an advanced plotting capability. The PID Control Toolkit adds 
sophisticated control algorithms to Lab'v'1E\V. By combining the PID Control Toolkit 
with the mathematic and logic fu nctions of Lab VIEW, one can develop programs for 
automated control. This capability would be required to operate a dual throttle-valve 
actuator setup, water-tank level controller, and a cascade electronic turbine speed-conlrol 
system as discusscd above 
C. COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
A working CFD model of the SSNlE HPFTPATDfirst-stagestator3.."1drotorhas 
been developed, but more work is needed to accurately predict the flow field through the 
entire first-stage turbine. The measured inlet velocity profile should be used as input to 
RVC3D for the flow solution through the stator The stator solution at the rotor inlet 
plane should then be mass averaged along each peripheral COntour. The mass averaged 
stator solution should then be used as input to RVC3D for flow through the first stage 
rotor, The rotor solution at the cobra probe exit plane should then be mass averaged in 
the same manner as the stator solution. Also, in order to account for the increased swirl 
angles near the rotor tip, the tip gap needs to be included in the co~putational model for 
the rotor. The final solution at the turbine exit plane must then be convened to absolute 
quantities so that they can be compared to the measured results shown previously 
APPENDIX A. ENGlNEERIJ','G DRAWINGS 
Figure A 1. Stage 1 Casing 
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APPENDIX B. 
Figure H 1. Automatic Load-Control System Wiring Diagram 
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Figure B 2_ AIRP AX T ACHTROL 3 Terminal Bus Connections 
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Figure n 3. Scanivaive Interface Box 
Figure B 4. AlRP AX T ACHTROL 3 Flow Diagram 
APPENDIX C. SOFTWARE PROGRAMMlNG CODES & HARDWARE 
DIP SWITCH SETTINGS 
Table C1. Address Settin)l;s 
Device Di Switch (Bi~ Code) Addrl!ss 
AT -GPIB/TNI o I I 10 14 
PC-DJO-24 010001 34 
PC-LP!vf-24 101 I 1 25 
Scanner #1 10000 1 
Scanner #2 0001 0 
Universal Counter I 101 00 
-T+ Dj italVoltmeter 01 101 
SDru 01010 10 
Table C2. AT-GPffinm Board Sellin S 
GPIB Board Sellin Di Switch Scttin 
VO Address o I I 10 
DMA Channel 
lnterru t Line (IRQ) 11 
Table C3. PC-DJO-24 Board Sellin s 
DID Board Setting Di Switch Setting 
I/O Address U2: 34 
Interru t Line WI: PC4 
Interru t Level (IRQ) W2: 4 
Table C4. PC-LPM-16 Board Settin s 
Analo Board Scttino Di Switch Sellin 
I/O address U34: 1 I 00 1 
Table CS. HP 3456A DVM Pro ram Codes 
Parameter Control Program \ '1 leon 
Cod~ Code 
Function Shift Function Off SO 




2 Wire KOhms SOF4 
4 Wire KOhms SOF5 
DCVIDCV Ratio 51Fl 
ACVIDCV Ratio SIF2 
ACV+DCVIDCV Ratio SlF3 
O,c. 2 Wire K Ohms S[F4 
O.c. 4 Wire K Ohms SlF5 9 
RANGE Auto RI : --100 mVor.J K Ohms R2 
lOOO mV or I K Ohms RJ 
lOVorlOKOhms R4 
100 V or 100 K Ohms RS 
1000 V or I1-f Ohms R6 
10M Ohms R7 
100 M Ohms R8 
1000 M Ohms R9 
Table C6 HP Universal Counler Device Commands 
Parameter 
I 
Control I Program ~oI~~n I Code 
Statistic Disable Mean SMO False 
Enable Mean SMI Tru, 
In utSlo eA Sio e A Positive ASO True ~ 
Slo e A Negative ASI FaheI 
In ulSlo eB Slo e B Positive ESO Tru' 
Sio e B Negative BSI False 
Filter Filter A Off AFO False 
Filter AOn AFl Tru, 
FilterBOff BFO False 
FilterB On BFI Tru, 
AC SetAtoDC AAO False 
SelAtoAC AAI True 
Set B to DC BAO fa lse 
SetBtoAC BAI Tru, 
z~son Sel A Zto IMD. AZO False 
SetA ZtoSOfl AZI Tru, 
SetB ZlolMD EZO False 
~ATTN SetB ZtoSOfl BZI True Set ATTN A to Xi AXO False 
Set ATTN A to X10 AXI True 
SetATTNBIOXl BXO False 
SelATTNBtoX1O EXI Tru, 
COMA Sel COMA Off COO false 
Sel COMAOn COl Tru, 
Function FRE A FNI 
TIMEA~B FN2 
RATIO AlB FN4 
FRE C FNS 
IrrIMEA~B FNn 
PULSE A FN7 
R.t\TIO CIA FNg 
PER A FN9 
RlSEIFALL A FNiO 
DUTYCYA FNI2 
FREQB FN17 10 
9l 
Table C7. SDru Commands 
Definition Descri tion FonnatJResult Available Value's 
Data ACQuisition: AD Rate Port,Count AD 
Rate Acquisition Ports/sec 1,2,3 ,4,5,6, or 7 
Rate 
Port Scanivalve I Step 
Port Advance Scanivalve Port # 
Commands Home a 
Count Data Continuous Data Collection -1 
Acquisition I Stop Data Collection 
Commands Number of Samples 1,2 or 3 
Output single OC module OC 
Channel Data 
module Information AID Card #1 
Source 
Turn Around Delav TD dela TD 
Time Delav Delay Timeinms 




System Reset Resets RS 
SDru 
LocallRemote Mode I Puts SDru RLl 
in ~:~~te I 
Table e8. TACHROL 3 Constant Setti~ 
Constant Value Constant Value Constant Value 
CI 2 C5 1 C9 9000 
C2 1 C6 a CIO 00500 
C3 1 C7 10000 CII 01111 
C4 1 C8 I a CI2 00011 
Table CIO. Electronic Controller Seuin s 
Perimeter Seuin 
Derivative M.inutes 0 1 
PB 25 
Reset M.inutes 24 
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APPENDlX D. 50 PIN CONNECfOR ASS IGNMENTS 
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Figure D 1. pc-mO-24 50 Pin Connector Assignments 
AlGND I 2 AlGND 
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ACH4 ~ 12 ACHl 2 
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Figure D 2. PC-LPM~16 50 Pin Connector Assignments 





Table E 1. Description of Sub_VI's 
Desen tionlFunction 
I This VI is used 10 at the beginning oflhe pressure d;;ta ::oIkction in Frame 0 ofSSME 1TR.VI, Thefilnction 
ofSV PORTVI is to delermin~ if the Scanivalq; is on 
pon ii, ifi! is, data COlle~1ion is starled at pon #1 . Ifil 
I is nOl, Ihe Scanivalvc is advanced 10 pori #1 where dala 
colledionbcgins 
1llisVlisuscdinFrame#20fSS.'v1E lTR.VI 10 
conneCI scanner Ir2 channels 60-66 to the DVM for 
reference tempt;:rature and thennocouplc voltage 
measurements , The voltage measurements an: then 
convened to stagnation lemperature in G R using the 
rocedun: outJiue.d in section V.A 
Tr,isVI is used in 17RTEMP.VI as a sub_VI TheV/', 
function is to detcrminethe resistance at the reference 
junction (channel 60) in order 10 calculate thc reference 
junction temperature using Equation 1 lisled in se<:tion 
V.A 
This VI is used in Fr~m~ 5 to connect scanner #2 
channel #33 10 the DVM for voltage measurement trom 
the Lebow Load Cell. The ;'oltage infonnation i~ then 
converted to torque using the C<llibration curve fit 
equation shown in FiguI't' 16 
~~W~M.~~~~---------------+~Th~,,0~~;'~'=~d~,"~F~~=".~3~"~~==ru=~~,h~'fr=,q=~="=~~ 
GPM.Vl 
Freque~cy M~anOnl~RPM signal from the magnetic speed. pick-up which is located over a 30 toothed gear. The sensor is C<Jnnected 10 the 
H? univcrsal counters fronl panel channcl A. Th~ 
frequency information i~ multiplied hy 2 to conven [1 to 
RPM 
This VI is used in Frame 4 to measure tlle frequency I Me3~ OnICt! L:::J Frequ~ncy Signal .from. the Co,. flo.wmeterwhich is connecled I.' u., ~ F",¥,Rme HP umversal coumers from panel channel B. The 
GPM.vt I ~~~::I~:~::r;n:~~~T:ss~::,~~~~n~el~7GPM usmg f-oPO~S~IT"'IO"'N.'"~c-r------ This VI is used in ACTIJATORVlas a sub \-1 and in 
DATAF!LE .VI 
~ Volts Framell6ofSS~1E_'ITRVI. POSmON.\'Imeasures 
lhe hnear]lOlenuometer voltages from channels 13.14 
POSITION.VI I and IS via the PC-LPM-J6 AID board. 
I 
This VI is used to store n'R measured and redu<;ed data 
to f\o,'() different files. One file is In spreadsheet form 
which is use in :vi,S. Excel for plotting, The other me is 
a lemporary file whICh IS deleted at the compl~tion of 
©tacollcction and reduction 
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APPENDL'X F. LabVIEW TIR DATA AC UlSITION VI's 
Figure F 1. SSME_TTR.VI Block diagram 
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Figure F 2. CORR_CA..LVI Front Panel 
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APPEKDIX G. COBRA PROBE CALmRA nON 
The following set of equations from [Ref 181 were used in the cobra probe 
calibration data acquisition program PROBECALVI PROBECAL VI is a LabVIEW 
program used to collect pressure information outlined in Figure 18 
The stagnation pressure (pt) and static pressure (P) were measured from the pitot 
static probe connected to Scanivalve pon #16 and 18, respectively. The 1fach number 
was then determined and used to calculate the dimensionless velocity X. 
I r;IMl 
x = ---Vl+r; lAi' 
The dimensionless pressure coefficient fJ was detemuned by measuring the cobra 
probe pressures PI and PlJ shown in Figure 18. PlJ was the left and right cobra probe 
pressure with the probe aligned in yaw (Pi=P,) 
Dimensionless velocity X was plotted vs. dimensionless pressure coefficient fJ and 
is shown in Figure G I. The sixth order curve fit equation is 
X=A + all+ aJi' +a-jJ +aJl' +a.jf +oJf 
where 
ao"" 0.0662 




a5= -8 77D 
R(;= 150585 
The sixth order curve fit equalion for X was used in the Lab \lTEW data acquisition 
program VELPRFL.VL in order to determine the Mach number M 
Figure G I. Cobra Probe Calibration 
APPENDIX H. TTR PRE-OPERA nONS CHECKLIST and DATA 
COLLECTIO:K SHEET 
TTR Pre· Operation Check List 
I) Check shop air: 
,) 
b) moisture in tank 
c) check connection valve 
2) Set air at 20 psi on inlet water valve to Dynamometer 
3) Shop air in test cell "ON" - check Dyno inlet valve closed 
4) Check all movable probes in the full out position 
5) Check full traverse of throttle actuator and integrity of lock nut 
6) Set oil mist regulator to 30 psi 
7) Check dynamometer water seal valve full open 
8) Open water supply in AjC room (red valve) 
9) Outlet valve green in NC room open to 110 psi (1/2 tum) 
10) Scavenge pump in TTR cell "ON" 
II) Inlet valve to Dynamometer control valve to 0 psi (down from 
18 psi) 
12) Start scavenge pump by dropping leftmost level switch and 
then adjust outlet green valve in AIC room to stabilize float 
(align black tapes) . Pressure should be betw een 105 and i20 
pSL 
13) Check valve in bldg. 216 
14) Lock gate 
15) Check speed read out 
16) Check pressure lines activated, manifold (# \ TIR, #2, 3, 4, Ale) 
17) Check TIR outlet water temperature is reading out 
18) Check both dump valves opcn 
19 ) Dynamome ter outlet valve to 50% 
18 ) Bleed off air before plenum in TTR cell. 
20) Open manual valve before plenum in TIR cell. 
21) Sct number 5 valve to 20% (- 1000 rpm) 
22) Close dump valve 2 (- 1500 rpm - now mass flow rate 
measurement is good) 
23) Set combination valve to 50% (- 3000 rpm) 
Figure H 1. TTR Pre-Operation Checklist 
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Figure H 2. TTR Data Collection Sheet 
APP.ENDIX I. SSME HP}-rp ATD PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS 
The first stage thennodynamic turbine efficiency wa~ calculated using Equation 5 
from [Ref 20J 
T II = Turbine Inlet Total Temperature 
T,. = Turbine Outlet Total Temperature 
p ,,( = Total-to-Total Pressure Ratio 
The hor~epower developed by the SS\1E HPFTP ATD was calculated using three 
different methods_ The first method used the measured and calculated thennodynamic 
parameters 
The second method was determined from the power absorbed from the 
dynamometer. The equation was given in [Ref 22]. The flow rate was determined from 




Q = Water Flow Rate in GPM 
T! = Water InJet Temperature in OF 
T] = Water Outlet Temperarure in OF 
The thi rd method used the mechanical measured quantities of torque and rotational 
speed The torque was determined by measuring the voltage using the Lebow load cell 
shown in Figures I and 2, then calculating the torque from the calibration curve sho\\'IJ in 
Figure 16. The RPM was detenruned from the frequency generated from the magnetic 
speed pick-up and the 30 toothed gear. The frequency signal was multiplied by 2 to 
convert it to units of RPM. 
TxN HP#3~-'-
63025 
Tq '"' Torque in (in-lbs) 
N = Rotational Speed (RPM) 
The referred quantities of speed, horsepower, and mass· flow rate from [Ref 27J 
were with respect to standard atmosphere (P",F 29_92 in Hg and T",F519 .7 OR). 
Speed Parameter = fa 
(';' )JIi 
flow Parameter = --
J 
Power Parameter = ::e 
where : 
APPENDIX J. EXCEL WORKSHEETS 




Figure J 2. SSME_TTR Excel Reduced Data CoUcction Worksheet 
Figure J 3. VEL]RFL Excel Data Collection Worksheet (TrR Exit Data) 

APPENDIX K. FORTRAN PROGRAMS 
Figure K I. PXY_F 
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Figure K 2. SHR1NK99.F 
APPE?\TI)[X L. TCGRID & RVC3D [II.,""PUT FILES 
Figure L 1. STATOR-IN 
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Figure L 2. ROTOR IN 
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Figure L 3. RVC3D.fN for both the Stator and Rotor 
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